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The summer tyre portfolio from Hankook's second brand 

Laufenn 

 

With its second brand Laufenn, tyre maker Hankook offers a product range that is tailored to the 

different lifestyles of consumers and in particular meets the needs of price-conscious drivers in Eu-

rope. The Laufenn product range initially includes the three summer tyre models Laufenn S FIT 

EQ, the touring Laufenn G FIT EQ and the Van-segment Laufenn X FIT VAN. 

 

Bologna, Italy, 22 May 2019 – The Laufenn brand, introduced by tyre maker Hankook in 2015, offers summer 

tyres for passenger cars, SUVs/vans and light trucks for the European market in its product range. Starting in 

the passenger car and SUV summer tyre segment, Laufenn offers high quality products to meet the demands of 

consumers seeking value, quality and style. The three new summer products are developed especially for the 

regional market’s needs and road conditions. The Laufenn product range covers the different areas of applica-

tion and the common dimensions, aiming in particular to serve smart and price-conscious consumers. 

 

The Laufenn S FIT EQ for the performance segment comes equipped with an advanced aqua hydro block tread 

design which, in combination with its four straight main grooves and a streamlined tread block orientation 

provides highly efficient hydroplaning prevention. Drainage supporting block edges and a high-performance 

polymer tread compound further support the tyre’s wet braking and handling abilities.  In addition to the asym-

metric tread design, the Laufenn S FIT EQ provides optimised performance and good stability in dry handling 

conditions with the application of tie-bars ensuring greater block stiffness. The instalment of a straight, solid 

tread rib at the outside shoulder helps to increase lateral stability as well as further reduces the tyre’s road noise 

levels. Furthermore, a folded belt edge tape has been incorporated between the two tread belts for an improved 

handling performance at higher speeds. 

 

Designed specifically for the touring segment, the Laufenn G FIT EQ has been developed with a 4-rib tread 

design incorporating centre rib kerfs with optimised depths, helping to provide a smooth and quiet drive across 

various road conditions. These specially adapted centre groove sipes allow for faster water drainage and together 

with kerfs applied on the blocks of the inner shoulder overall improve the tyres wet performance. A special base 

compound under the tread layer helps to reduce the Laufenn G FIT EQ’s rolling resistance providing high fuel 

efficiency. The optimised tyre contour supports a more even wear through the equal weight distribution over 

the entire pattern width. In combination with the adaption of a hybrid tread compound, the G FIT EQ will be 

able to provide a longer tread life whilst the adaption of tread blocks with a variable stiffness ensures minimised 

vibration and low noise levels, ensuring an overall improved riding comfort. 

 

In order to cover a larger variety of vehicles with Laufenn tyres, the brand’s product range incorporates a pattern 

for the commercial vans. The X FIT VAN provides secure driving stability and durability through a special 

rubber material, enhancing its structural coherence. Together with the double layer carcass construction and the 

adaption of a reinforced cover belt driving stability is improved, which is essential for sustaining heavier vehicle 

loads with its square shape foot print design providing better road contact. Together with the adaption of a 

special tread compound the X FIT Van provides a long mileage and good fuel efficiency. The tyre’s centre ribs 

are equipped with 3D lateral grooves and 3D block edges to provide good traction and braking performance in 

both wet and dry conditions without sacrificing tread block strength. These centre rib sipes help to minimise the 

block movement thus providing an excellent steering stability. 
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Technical characteristics of the Laufenn S FIT EQ 
 

1. Dry conditions 

 

-  Stable square foot shape for good grip. 

-  Asymmetric pattern design for increased cornering grip and good handling perfor-

mance. 

- Folded edge tape between the tread belts improves handling performance at higher 

speeds. 

-  Tie-bar technologies ensure optimal block stiffness is achieved. 

 

2. Wet conditions 

 

-  Advanced aqua hydro block tread design provides highly efficient drainage.  

- Drainage supporting block edges and a high-performance polymer tread compound 

 support wet braking and handling abilities. 

 

3.  Comfort characteristics, rolling resistance and tyre wear 

 

-  Optimised contour for equal load distribution and reduced tread wear. 

- Tread design and special base layer for improved rolling resistance and fuel efficiency. 

-  Straight rib block applied to the outside of the tyre helps to prevent road noise. 

 

 

4. Line-up 

 

- The Laufenn S-FIT EQ is available in 94 dimensions from 15 to 20 inch in tread widths 

from 185 to 275 mm and aspect ratios 70 - 35 in speed indices from H to Y, some dimensions are also 

partly available as extra load versions. 

 

 

Technical characteristics of the Laufenn G FIT EQ 
 

1. Dry conditions 

 

-  4-rib tread design for smooth and comfortable ride. 

- Differentiated groove depths reinforce both inside and outside shoulder block stiffness, 

 leading to better handling. 

- Better heat dissipation abilities through application of bars in tread grooves. 

 

2. Wet conditions 

 

-  Centre groove sipes allow faster water drainage and together with kerfs applied on the 

 blocks of the inner shoulder overall improve the wet performance. 
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3. Comfort characteristics, rolling resistance and tyre wear 

 

-  The tread pattern and a special rubber structure minimises rotational resistance 

 for a better fuel efficiency. 

- Variable pitch stiffness distribution tread block design ensures minimum 

 vibration and noises. 

 

4. Line-up 

 

- The Laufenn G-FIT EQ is available in 46 dimensions from 13 to 17 inch in tread widths from 135 to 235 mm 

and aspect ratios 80 - 55 in speed indices from T to H, also partly available as extra load versions. 

 

Technical characteristics of the Laufenn X FIT VAN 
 

1. Dry conditions 

 

- Double layer carcass construction and reinforcing cover belt 

 for high driving stability even under load. 

- Special siped centre rib ensures good straight stability 

 through reduction of block movement. 

-  3D cut block edges increase traction and braking. 

 

2. Wet conditions 

 

-  3D lateral grooves enhance wet performance without sacrificing block strength. 

 

 

 

3. Comfort characteristics, rolling resistance and tyre wear 

 

-  Improved durability and stability through application 

 of special rubber material. 

- Square contact area even under load ensures more tyre-road con-

tact for a reduced tread wear and low rolling resistance. 

  

4. Line-up 

 

- The Laufenn X FIT VAN is available in 21 dimensions from 14 to 16 inch in tread widths 

 from 165 to 235 mm and aspect ratios 82 - 60 in speed indices from H to T. 

 

### 
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Laufenn's performance tyre G FIT EQ receives top score 

from consumers 

 

Twenty-two motorsport enthusiasts from Sweden and Finland recently tested the Laufenn G FIT 

EQ, one of the market-leading summer tyres from Hankook's second brand, Laufenn. In the Smart-

son test, the participants tested the various characteristics of the tyre in a series of test steps. Con-

sumers evaluated factors such as control, efficiency and braking characteristics. Result: 8 out of 10 

participants would 100% recommend Laufenn's G FIT EQ to a friend! 

 

Laufenn's performance tyre G FIT EQ convinced twenty-two test drivers with its performance in autumn 2018. 

The model is from the Laufenn range, a second brand from the premium tyre maker, Hankook. According to 

the test pilots, the tyre exceeded all expectations in its price range. All participants felt safe on wet and dry roads 

thanks to the good grip. In summary, eight out of ten participants consider the Laufenn G FIT EQ to be an 

affordable summer tyre and are 100% confident that they would recommend the tyre to a friend. 

“The Laufenn G FIT EQ's performance exceeded the expectations of the test participants because Laufenn is 

priced below the classic premium brands. Several test pilots noticed in particular that the tyre demonstrated this 

ultimate control and grip on the road. This is an affordable tyre with really good grip, especially when braking. 

Despite the wet road the braking distance was almost as short as with a much more expensive tyre,” says Tobias 

Sjölund, one of the test pilots.  

Watch movies from the test day: https://youtu.be/JgjdVYPD4W0  

More information about the Smartson test: http://smartson.se/resultat/laufenn-g-fit-eq/ 

### 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/JgjdVYPD4W0
http://smartson.se/resultat/laufenn-g-fit-eq/
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About Laufenn 

Launched in 2015 on the European market, Laufenn is a new tyre brand born in pursuit of simplicity, dedicated 

to providing reliable performance and an appealing driving experience. Emphasis on fundamentals and essential 

functionality of tyres, Laufenn offers customers with a full line-up of practical products that match a variety of 

lifestyle needs, including radial tyres for passenger cars, SUV’s and light trucks for summer and winter condi-

tions. As a new brand of Hankook Tire, Laufenn delivers reliable quality and service from R&D and production 

as well as a focused customer service providing a comprehensive warranty under the direction of a major cor-

poration. 

For more information on Laufenn, please visit www.laufenn.com.  

Media-Contact: 
Hankook Tire Europe GmbH | Corporate Communications Europe/CIS  

Siemensstr. 14, 63263 Neu-Isenburg | Germany 
 

Felix Kinzer, Director 

Tel.: +49 (0) 61 02 8149 – 170 

f.kinzer@hankookreifen.de 

 

Anna Pasternak, PR Manager 

Tel.: +49 (0) 6102 8149 – 173 

a.pasternak@hankookreifen.de 

 

Yara Willems, PR Specialist  

Tel.: +49 (0) 6102 8149 – 172 

y.willems@hankookreifen.de 

 

Stefan Prohaska, Public Relations 

Tel.: +49 (0) 6102 8149 – 171 

s.prohaska@hankookreifen.de 

 

Kristina Schott, Public Relations 

Tel.: +49 (0) 6102 8149 – 175 

k.schott@hankookreifen.de 
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